Any attempts to use GIS to integrate data from environmental databases and to use models or analytical tools upon data need a full understanding of the origin and context of each data set used. Thus, taking data using different conceptualizations from different contexts, a successful GIS integration process relies upon a transformation of this information into the currently desired conceptualization and context. Problems with different data semantics when trying to mediate heterogeneous databases have stimulated research on interoperability (c.f. Goodchild et al. 1999).

Efforts to address semantic interoperability have proposed conceptual models, often grounded on some cognitive principles, using various representational approaches (Nyerges, 1991; Usery, 1996; Bishr, 1997; Mennis 2003). There are also some recent suggestions how to merge categorical systems or ontologies (Kavouras and Kokla, 2002; Worboys and Duckham, 2002, Feng and Flewelling, 2003), but these assume that crisp, atomic entities can be defined. Unfortunately geographic categories often possess aspects of semantic uncertainty (Salgé, 1995) such as vagueness or indiscernibility or both (Fisher and Wood, 1998; Bowker, 2000).

This work models geographic categories through parameterized concept definitions, similar to the frame-based object models in Faucher (2001) and Mennis (2003). But it differs in the way it synthesizes a hybrid representation of vague and granular semantic uncertainty (Ahlqvist et al, 2003) with a cognitive theory of conceptual spaces (Gärdenfors, 2000). Following Ahlqvist (in press) a category \( C \) is defined by three vectors \((S_i, R_i, W_i)\) each holding a collection of approximation spaces \( S_i \) with corresponding property values \( R_i \) given as rough fuzzy set definitions, and accompanying salience weights, \( W_i \). Using this model we give an example of interoperating land cover taxonomies used in the Land Cover Database of North America (Latifovic et al., 2002) and the European CORINE Land Cover (CEC, 1995). Both taxonomies are defined using the conceptual space representation, and we use metrics of semantic similarity to perform a translation between the two systems.
There are a number of approaches to estimate the similarity of categories. From psychology two common approaches uses either the proportion of shared features (Tversky, 1977) or the psychological distance between related properties (e.g. Nosofsky, 1986). Two recent examples of comparing geospatial entity classes using semantic similarity both used a shared feature approach (Feng and Flewelling, 2004; Rodriguez and Egenhofer, 2004). Our conceptual space representation interprets feature based similarity as a graded class-subclass relation or “overlap”, and distance based similarity as graded category “nearness”. Computation of similarity values for all possible pairs of categories in our study is summarized in a similarity matrix (Figure 1) where each cell has a value of similarity from comparing the column category with the row category.

![Figure 1 Example of semantic similarity matrix visualized in GeoVISTA studio (http://www.geovistastudio.psu.edu)](http://www.geovistastudio.psu.edu) where each cell has a value of similarity from comparing the column category with the row category. Low similarity values are shown in light shades and higher values with increasingly darker shades. The categories can be grouped to enhance readability of the matrix.

Two similarity matrices containing the two different metrics form the basis for exploring the semantic relationships categories in our study. Our illustrations demonstrate several exploratory techniques such as colored bi-variate large matrix displays (Figure 1) and bi-variate cartographic displays and scatter plots (Figure 2). The bi-variate color scheme was created by mixing a blue color scheme (for the overlap similarity) and a red color scheme (for the nearness similarity).
Figure 2 Bi-variate similarity maps that display a combination of feature based and distance based similarity of some selected Corine land cover categories (CEC, 1995) with the categories in the Land Cover Database of North America (Latifovic et al., 2002). Scatter plots show the similarity values of each North American category compared to the chosen European category.

The techniques can be used to explore both intra- and inter-ontology semantic relationships. Intra ontology relationships can be used to discover the semantic separation between categories in a system as a way to predict possible confusion during classification. Inter ontology relationships are useful in efforts to translate between classification systems such as the example here.

One interesting feature of the used similarity metrics are their non-symmetric property, which basically say that the similarity of A to B is not necessarily the same as the similarity of B to A. This property poses a challenge from a visualization viewpoint because each comparison can be viewed from (at least) two different perspectives.
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